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Name: Fraser Malcolm  Pos: Sf   FG%: .521 Contact: FraserMalcolm01@gmail.com 

College: Black Hills State PPG: 16.6 3Pt%: .433 Guardian: On Request 

Height: 6’6  Reb: 5.3 Ast:TO-1:1 Insta: frasermalcolm_ 

Weight: 210lbs  Ast: 1.5  Blk: .4  Age: 22 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary 
A remarkably consistent sharp-shooting international forward with the ability to 

score from all levels of the court. 

Key Facts 

-Scottish citizen who has 

participated on his 

countries national team 

Quick Scout 

STRENGTHS: 

o Floor Spacer 

o Consistency   

o  Decision 

making 

o Competition 

level 

WEAKNESSES: 

o Lateral 

Quickness 

o Explosion off 

the bounce 

o Defensive 

position 

 

On Offense: The best and most unique forward in the RMAC this season. He’s a terrific 

shooter that’s both comfortable from 3 and all over the midrange. Additionally, Malcolm has a 

terrific right-handed hook when operating on the block combined with fluid footwork that allows 

him to counter in a variety of ways. He doesn’t look to finish with his left enough in the post, but 

remarkable interior awareness and touch allow him to thoroughly punish smaller defenders that 

coaches frequently try defending him with. He’s equally comfortable operating on the perimeter 

or the interior and his ability to shoot over guards can make him a very difficult match-up. His 

first-step isn’t very good and he does get out jumped by much smaller players on occasion. On 

top of this his handle is only average for his size and he hasn’t shown the ability to consistently 

create for his teammates while functioning on the perimeter despite his heady post passing. 

On Defense: An average defender who relies on his IQ and is versatile enough to switch 

onto guards or posts without getting targeted. He’s not incredibly quick laterally and will get beat 

1 on 1 by dynamic guards and explosive wings. He’s a solid rebounder who loves sneaking in for 

tip-ins when bigs forget to box-out. Athletic tools will probably hold him back from ever being 

much more than average on the perimeter. Needs more experience defending athletic perimiter 

players as he mostly guarded interior forwards in college. 

Professional Role: Hybrid 

Really unique hybrid forward who projects as 

someone that can space the floor and score the ball 

using whatever the defense gives him. A good IQ and 

willingness to defend should allow him to work well 

as a guy that doesn’t need a high usage rate to 

positively impact the game. Lots of experience 

already playing against European competition should 

give him easier an easier acclimation period. 

Optimal Play Style 

Fraser Malcolm is one of the odd players in 

DII basketball that was as equally effective 

playing in tempo as he was playing in bigger 

slower lineups. His ability to function as a 

pseudo post creator or perimeter-oriented 

shooter gives him a ton of functionality in so 

many lineup variations. 

Off the Court 

Really sharp person who will be going back to Europe either way after his college career. His potential as a 

national athlete is high and the development he’s made as a shooter and playmaker over his career are very 

promising. He’s coming off a torn meniscus but shouldn’t miss much time. There’s also a lot of great footage 

of him competing at the Commonwealth games where he was able to show more guard skills. 


